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A first version of isotopic separator on liue test bench 
has been built in order to test the feasibility of the procluctiou 
of radioactive species from 06 MeV/u of 20Ne impinging a 
thick t,arget of MgO.This test bench was equipped with a 
very compact ECR ion source (Nanogan) entirely made from 
pcnnanent magnets aml operatiug at 10 Cihz. 

We succeeded in nroducin~ and iouizinn 18Ne2~4+: 
10Nel,2,3,4+ and 23,24&l+, 

We then decided to build 11 new more performing 
separator (SIRa) allowin g the use of different types of ion 
sources. It will be completed by the end vf 1003. 

I. INTRODIJCTION 

From the first experiments at GANIL, fragmentation 
reactions have been used to produce and study exotic nuclei. 
Such a research made use of the large iutensities obtained 
through the whole accelerator system. It was realized that 
these beams could also be used to produce nuclei at rest in 
thick mrgets and to adapt the ISOL method to primary heavy 
ion beams. 

This program is now unrler consideration with lhe 
project of a RIB facility (SPIRaL project [l]). 

Au important R&D program has been implemented 
from mid 1091 to investigate the use of high euergy ion 
healns provided by the GANIL frtcility to produce radioactive 
atoms by the ISOL method. 

We present the first versiou of isotopic separator and 
the results we got with it in 1092. We are IWW buildiug ;I 
new isotopic separator called SIRa (Skparateur d'k)ns 

&lioactifs) which is therafter demibecl. 

II. THE FIRST ON-LINE SEPARATC)R 

The challenge is to coutinuously separate the producted 
nuclei from ;I huge amount of target nuclei and trausfer them 
into the gas phase to the plasma of a ECR ion source. Such 
a transfer process is only b oovernetl by element specific 
diffusion, desorptiou ,aus chemical processes. 
A - The furget box 

The target box, the same as the oue constructed by the 
ISCXYELE group at Orsay [2], has been couuected to a new 
compact ECR ion source specially designed for that 
purpose[3]. Fig.1 shows ;I schematic cut of the target 
chamber and aud its couplin, (1 to the source. The target is 
mounted 011 the rear tlange of the target box and placed in ;I 
nickel container. 
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Figure 1. Cut of the target-ECRIS system. 

The container is a 7.5 cm long cylinder heated by 
ohmic power up to 1200°C maximum. It is put at the source 
potential (IS to 20 kV). The transfer tube (25 cm long, Smm 
inner diameter), also made of Ni, is welded on the coutaincl 
and inserted iota the inner copper tube of the source. 
B - T/w Nunogan .soum 

The ionizer is a very compact ECR ion source (called 
Nanogan), entirely made of Fe.Nd.B permanent magnets fol 
both radial and axial magnetic confinement. Its dimensions 
‘are 17 cm long and 17 cm diameter. This ECR iou source 
needs a rather small ,amouut of microwave power:< 1OOW at 
10 GHz. 
C - Tlw sqx/r-error 

Due to the short requested duration of realization and the 
limited budget atloted, the separator has simply been made 
up of available componeuts : a 102” beuding magnet 
(acceptance figure 150 xmmmrad), allowing ;I maximum 
mass resolution of 10m2, a diagnostic box (with horizoutal 
slits and bcarn profile monitor) followed by IWO electrostatic 
quadrupole doublets. 
Xl - The ilrtection .s~~stet/~ 

The collection ch:unber at the end of the separator beam 
tine is equipped with a Faraday cup aud the tape transport 
system coming from ISOCEI,E expcrimeut 121. It is operated 
in prirn‘uy vacuum, except for the collection point placed in 
secondary vacuum. 

The collected ions are periodically moved to one of the 
two different detector locations. In the first one, two NaI 
detectors detect in coincidence the two gammas produced by 
the I.<+ annihitatiou. At the second one, there are a plastic 
scintill~itor and a Ge detector. 
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III - RESlJLTS AND l)ISCI!SSIC)N 

Table 1 gives the me:Isured parameters of different 
isotopes detected. 

As predicted “light” Neon (l’)Ne, 1 *Ne) comiug from 
projectile fragmentation process together with “heavy” Neon 
(23Ne, 24Ne) comiug from target fragmentation have beeu 
observed. Ch,arge states higher than l+ have been obtained 
(Ne 3+, Ne 4+) which corresponds to suitable Q/A values for 
postacceleration in the cyclotron of the SPIRaL project. 

The last column but one of table 1 gives the production 
yield corrected from transmission and ionization efficiencies 
in order to compare real and calculated values. 

This table shows also the rather poor trimsmission 
factor of this separator since the overall efficiency WiIS only 

around 3,s %. Nevertheless, tests made off-line with 
Nanogan operated with stable iona mtl calihmtetl leak have 

shown that a total ionization efficiency of 40 % was obtained 
in real experimental conditions. 

Separator 
Yield 
meas. 

ECR I. S. 
Yield 011. 

extract. eff. 

Target 
Yield Yield 
prod. Calc. 

PPSJPP A 92, pp~/ppA s’ PP~W A PPS~P~ A 
I”&l+ 4.8 10’ 3.5 1.4 109 25 5.6 109 
15+&2+ 8.9 Ioh 3.5 2.5 108 7.5 3.3 109 

I I I I I I 
l’Nl+ 13.8 10’ 1 3.5 1 1.1 10’ II(?) 1 1.1 10’ 11 s 10’ 

Table 1. Experimental results for ou liue isotope prtducrion 
with 20Ne primary be:un at 95 MeVlu ou a MgO thick IUgel. 
(” )Assum. INe1+=4 X INe2+ Nld 1Ne2+=2XINe3+ Iike “NC. 

The first version of separator has beeu useful for 
bringing out unacceptable drawbacks : 

- the optics of the primary beam was not well under 
control (non achromatic focusing point), 

- the detection system, locared inside the experimeo- 
tal rcxjm, was not enough shielded from background noise and 
slow neutrons. As a consequence, the primary be,un had to be 
pul~cl which resulted in slrong pressure variations in the 
swlrce, 

- the overall separator performance (resolution and 
transmission efficiency) was EItkr poor and not enough well 
contldled. 

IV. THE NEW SEPARATOR 

From 1002, September, a uew separator called SIRa 
(separateur d’lons &Iioactifs) is under construction, according 
to the following specificatious : 

- the target will be put aI the uormal focusing point 
in the experimental room (iIcllr0UlatiC point) ; 

- the sec(m&ry beam line will be more sophisticared 
in order lo have the possibility of creating ;m ob.ject point 
upstream the 00” dipole milguet, whatever the type of source 
in operrition ; 

- the collection point ax well as the detectors will be 
installed outside of the rtxm and concrete blocks added so as to 
strongly &amp the backgrouud noise. 

A - Tmget box 
A new target box is under desigu An internal mecanism 

will aut(~mi~tically withdraw the trimsfcr tube from the ECIZ 

source SO as to shut 3 illSUliltiUg VilCUUIn valvea 

(contiuniuntion problem). So the used target will be kept under 
ViICUUltl in i1 confined VOlIullC. C;ISy IO be ll~UldlCd. 

B - ‘Uw .Vu4I~(‘l~ 

A IlCW SOUK~, CiIlltA SupCl~KIIl0g~ul, is uudcr SrUdy.. Its 

commissioniug is expected in mid 1004. That is why the first 
E(lR source of SIRi will be :I classical one (caprice type 10 
GHz), already available at GANII,. 

V. BEAM OPTICS OF SIR>1 

A. Yrirrztrr~y IX~NIII 
The beam radius on the IXget (T on figure 2) can be 

varied from 4 to 15 mm (for emiltances ranging from 2.5 to 
(,lr.mm.mrad) by me;Ins of a Itlagoelic quadruplet. 2 steerers, 2 
beam profile monitors (1 behind the quadruplet, 1 in front of 
the target) nod a Faratl;~y cup allow lo adjust the beam ml the 
target. 

1 h \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ I\ \I 
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Figure 2. Layout of SIRa 

B. Isotopic .wpat-oto 1 
The on-line isotopic sepil;lror follows the EClRIS : it c;111 

he divided into two parts: 

. A matCllillr sectiou composed of iI solenoid %ld iI 

magnetic triplet to focus the beam at the ob,ject point 0 of the 
analyzing magnet. For a11 emittance of 150 nmm.mrad 
(corresponding to the ilCCeptZIUCe) and beam dimensions of t 
3 mm at the source puller the radial size aI 0 can be adjusted 
betweeu + 1.5 and i 10 mm. The type of sc>urce can e&ily be 
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chaoged -provided that the solenoid remains close to it- by 
adjusting the dist‘ance between the solenoid and the triplet. 

The maximutn rigidity of the line of 0.1 36 ‘l‘.m 
corresponds to the maximum field of the existing dipole. 

The characteristics of the elements are : 
- Solenoids : max field = 6800 Ci, magnetic length = 

400 mm, bore diameter = 70 mm. 
- Quadrupoles (which provide in addition a dipolar 

component for a steering purpose) : max gradient 3.5 Tm, 
magnetic length = 210 mm, bore diatneter = 80 mm. 

An Canalvzine section composed of: 
- A 90” double focusing dipole (max field = 3400 G,, 

radius of curvature = 400 mm, gap height = 70 mm, max 
radial extent in the vacuum chCamber = k 120 mm, pole face 
rotation 27”, tilt of the focal plane with respect to the axis 
27”). 

- A sextupole (max field = 700 CT, magnetic length 170 
mm, bore diameter = 140 mm) is placed 230 mm in front of 
the dipole entrance to conect geometrical aberrations. 

The calculated mass resolution is 4 10T3 for an emittance 
01‘ X0 rcmm.mrad (see figure 3) : the ZCU JBI code (4) was run 

with 200 p‘articles mliformely filling ;I 4D hyperellipsoicl : a 
measured field map is used. A better resolution can be obtained 
by achieving a lower radial angle matching and then cutting 
with the slits located at 0. Vertical slits, &s well as radial mielr, 

can be used for stopping unwanted charge st;ktes 

m/am = -250 0 +2so 

Radial position (cm) 

Figure 3. Mass resolution without and with sextupde 

A special box for diagnostics is placed around the image 
point I. It contains a vertical wire moving parallel to the focal 

plane, 2 radial slits moving iii the plane, a beam profile 
monitor :mcl II f;nXlay Cup. ‘I’he tilt of the first 3 diagnostic5 
cm bc manually adjusted. 

Transport to the tletector: 
A set of electrostatic quatlrupole doublet and triplet is uscrl 

to transport the whole emitlance on the detector D located in a 
very low background area. The beCam diameter at D is 10 mm. 
Since there is independant power supply per electrode for each 
qua&up&, horizontal and vertical steering can be achieved. 
The quadrupole characteristics are : max voltage = 2.5 kV, 

S1RO -FROM SOURCE PULLER TO DETECTION POINT- 
FIRST ORDER ENVELOPES h/m - f 4 10-l 

Em-H=15000 “=15000”mm.mrd AW,W 02capm 

27/04/93 12.13.04 FICH. DON -CS02S,2N- 

-100 t- 
ABSCISSE-U 

f 2 4 6 8 10 

Figure 4. Beam envelopes from source to detector 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The first version of separator has allowed to establish the basic 
feasibility of the “E’,CR Source-close-to-target” concept f01 

efficiently producing high charge state radioactive ions by the 
ISOL method. 
With the ucw sepamtor SIRa, high charge state and good 
transfer efficieocics are cxpcctcd in a first step with gaseous 
radioactive ions like lc)Nc IfcAr or 78 KI. First tests will t‘ake 
place by the end of’ this year. 
In a second step, itlcaliue ions like 21Na or 25Na will be 
progressively tested together with a variety of research studies 
in the field of radioactive beam prttiuction. 
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